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INTRODUCTION
Ž .Let G be a finite group and for a ZG-lattice A, let p A be the set of
primes p such that A is not Z G-projective, where Z is theŽ p. Ž p. Ž p.
localization of Z at p and A s Z m A. Let s , . . . , s , be pairwiseŽ p. Ž p. Z 1 k
Ž . < <disjoint subsets of the set of prime divisors p G of the order G ; we then
Ž .say that A has a s , . . . , s -decomposition, if A s L [ ??? [ L with1 k 1 k
Ž .p L s s , i s 1, . . . , k. When there exists an integer t G 0 such thati i
Ž t . Ž .A [ ZG has a s , . . . , s -decomposition, we shall say that A has a1 k
Ž . Ž t .s , . . . , s -decomposition modulo projectives. Here ZG means the1 k
direct sum of t copies of ZG. This property may be restated as follows. Let
us call the ZG-lattices A, B isomorphic modulo projectives, and write
A ( B, if there are finitely generated projective modules P, Q such thatp
Ž .A [ P ( B [ Q. Then A has a s , . . . , s -decomposition modulo projec-1 k
Ž .tives if, and only if, A ( L [ ??? [ L with p L s s , i s 1, . . . , k.p 1 k i i
Our aim in this note, is to characterize these modulo projectives decom-
positions of ZG-lattices in terms of their rational character; the possible si
Ž .in a s , . . . , s -decomposition modulo projectives of a ZG-lattice A, turn1 k
Ž .out to be closed subsets of a graph which we call P A , with vertices the
Ž .set p A , and which depends on the rational character x of A. In theA
context of decompositions of lattices, these graphs generalize the notion of
Ž . w x Ž w x wthe prime graph P G of G defined in 7 see also 9, Sect. 5 and 5, Sect.
x. Ž .4 , and which, for example, corresponds to our P Z .
Ž . Ž .Write p A s s j ??? j s disjoint union ; we define Q-valued class1 k
functions u , . . . , u on G which depend on s , . . . , s and on x , and1 k 1 k A
Ž .show that A has a s , . . . , s -decomposition modulo projectives if, and1 k
1
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Ž .only if, x y u q ??? qu g Zr , where r is the regular character ofA 1 k G G
Ž .G, and the u are virtual rational characters of G cf. 1.4 and 1.2 ; in casei
of decomposition, the u are congruent, mod r , to the correspondingi G
rational characters of the summands.
Ž .It is shown cf. 2.1 and 1.1 that the u are virtual rational characters if,i
and only if, they are virtual complex characters of G, and this leads to a
Ž .criterion for the existence of a s , . . . , s -decomposition modulo projec-1 k
Žtives of A, similar to Brauer's characterization of virtual characters on
.which of course it depends : A has such decompositions if, and only if, for
every elementary subgroup E of G, the restriction of x to E belongs to aA
certain ideal of the ring of virtual complex characters of E, depending only
Ž . Ž .on s , . . . , s cf. 2.3 . We then define a graph P A and show that A has1 k
Ž .a s , . . . , s -decomposition modulo projectives if, and only if, each s is1 k i
Ž .closed in P A .
wThe methods and results in this note are generalizations of Linnell 9,
x ŽSect. 5 in particular our definition and use of the u is based on ideas ofi
w x. w x9 and parts of Gruenberg 5 , while most of the terminology used here
w xoriginated in Gruenberg and Roggenkamp 7 which studies decomposition
properties of the augmentation ideal and of the relation modules of G in
terms of Heller modules; these are exactly the lattices which are indecom-
posable modulo projectives. We shall briefly comment on these in the last
section and give some examples.
1. SOME PRELIMINARIES
Throughout this note, G denotes a finite group and all modules are
assumed finitely generated. If R is a commutative ring, an RG-lattice is,
by definition, an RG-module which is finitely generated and projective as
R-module.
Ž . Ž .Let x be an element of the character ring ch QG , and set S x s
  4 < Ž . 4 Ž . Ž .  4x g G y 1 x x / 0 , S9 x s complement of S x in G y 1 . If p is
Ž .a subset of p G , if Y is the set of all non-identity p-elements of G, and if
 4 Ž . Ž .Y 9 is the complement of Y in G y 1 , we define Q p , x g cf GQ
Ž Ž . .cf G is the ring of Q-valued class functions on G byQ
0 if x g Y 9;¡~x x if x g Y ;Ž .Q p , x x sŽ . Ž . ¢yÝ x h if x s 1.Ž .hg Y
We write Z s F Z and if M is a ZG-lattice, set M s Z m M.p pgp Ž p. p p Z
Thus Z is a semi-local ring and Z G has the cancellation property: Ifp p
A, B, M are Z G-lattices, then A [ M ( B [ M implies A ( B. We alsop
Ž .set p 9 s p G y p , and reserve the symbols s , . . . , s , to denote pair-1 k
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Ž .wise disjoint subsets of p G . The trivial character of a subgroup H of G
shall be denoted by 1 .H
The results in this section are a more general version of results in
w x w xSections 4 and 6 of 5 . The proofs in 5 , however, work almost verbatim in
the present context and we include them here, partly for the sake of
Ž .completeness they are also short and because we have introduced some
w xnotation which does not appear in 5 .
Ž . Ž .1.1. LEMMA. Let x g ch QG and set u s Q s , x , i s 1, . . . , k. Theni i
k Ž .x y Ý u g Zr if , and only if , e¤ery element of S x is a s -element foris1 i G i
 4some i g 1, . . . , k . If either condition holds and for each i s 1, . . . , k, there
Ž . Ž .exists w g cf G there exists w g cf G , such thati C i C
k
x y w g ZrÝ i G
is1
 < < < X 4and w ¤anishes on g g G g / 1 , thensi i
w s u q w , 1 r , 1, . . . , k ,Ž .i i i G G
Ž . Ž .where , denotes the usual scalar product on cf G .C
k  4Proof. The definition of the u implies that x y Ý u is 0 on G y 1i is1 i
Ž .if, and only if, every element of S x is a s -element for some i gi
 4 < <Ž . Ž . Ž .1, . . . , k ; if the latter holds, then G x , 1 s x 1 q Ý x x sG x g Gy14
Ž . k Ž . < < Ž . k Ž . kx 1 y Ý u 1 , so G divides x 1 y Ý u 1 and x y Ý u g Zr .is1 i is1 i is1 i G
The last statement of the lemma follows from the fact that w and ui i
 4 Ž . Ž . < <Ž .must agree on G y 1 and so w 1 s yÝ w x q G w , 1 si x g Gy14 i i G
Ž . < <Ž .u 1 q G w , 1 , i s 1, . . . , k.i i G
Ž .1.2. COROLLARY. Let A s L [ ??? [ L be a s , . . . , s -decomposi-1 k 1 k
Ž .tion of the ZG-lattice A and set u s Q s , x , i s 1, . . . , k. Theni i A
x y u g ZrL i Gi
Ž .and in particular, u g ch QG , i s 1, . . . , k.i
Ž . w xXProof. Since L is projective, a theorem of Green 3, Theorem 3i s i
 < < < X 4shows that x vanishes on g g G g / 1 , i s 1, . . . , k, so the resultsL ii
follows from the lemma above.
Ž .We show in the lemma below that all s , . . . , s -decompositions of a1 k
ZG-lattice A are essentially the same, in the sense that corresponding
summands are isomorphic modulo projectives.
Ž .1.3. LEMMA. If A s L [ ??? [ L s N [ ??? [ N are s , . . . , s -1 k 1 k 1 k
Ž Ž . Ž . .decompositions of A i.e. p L s p N s s , then L ( N , i s 1, . . . , k.i i i i p i
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Proof. It suffices to prove the result when k s 2. It follows from 1.2
that x y x g Zr so there exist non-negative integers l , n such thatL N G i ii i
x q l r s x q n r , i s 1, 2;L i G N i Gi i
Ä Ž l i. Ä Žni.then l q l s n q n . Now L s L [ ZG and N s N [ ZG have1 2 1 2 i i i i
X Ä ÄŽ . Ž .X Xthe same characters and are projective at s so L ( N , i s 1, 2.i i s i si iÄ ÄŽ . Ž .Then if j / i we have L ( N and, by semi-local cancellation,j s j si iÄ Ä X Ä ÄŽ . Ž . Ž .L ( N , i s 1, 2. Since s j s s p G , L and N are in the samei s i s i i i ii i wgenus, i s 1, 2, so the result follows from Roiter's replacement theorem 1,
x31.28 .
The next result is a converse of 1.2 and is an application of Swan's
w x Ž . w xtheorem 1, 32.16 . It corresponds to theorem 6.1 of 5 . We will show in
Ž . Ž .Section 2 cf. 2.1 , that condition ii of 1.4 below may be replaced by:
Ž .u g ch CG , for all i s 1, . . . , k.i
1.4. THEOREM. Let V be a QG-module, let A be a full ZG-lattice in V
Ž . Ž . Ž .i.e., Q A s V and let p A be the disjoint union p A s s j ??? j s ;1 k
Ž . Ž .set u s Q s , x , i s 1, . . . , k. Then A has a s , . . . , s -decompositioni i V 1 k
Ž Ž . .modulo projecti¤es A ( L [ ??? [ L with p L s s , i s 1, . . . , k if ,p 1 k i i
and only if ,
Ž . Ž .  4i E¤ery element of S x is a s -element for some i g 1, . . . , k ,V i
and
Ž . Ž .ii u g ch QG , for all i s 1, . . . , k.i
Ž . Ž .Proof. Necessity. ii follows from 1.2 and i from 1.1.
 4  4Sufficiency. We first assume k s 2, and if i g 1, 2 define i9 by i, i9 s
 4  41, 2 . By 1.1, x coincides with u q u on G y 1 . Now if g is anV 1 2
< < Ž .Xelement of G such that its order g is not invertible in Z , then u g s 0s iiw xso, by Swan's theorem 1, 32.16 , u is the image of an element of thei
Grothendieck group of Z X G-projectives; hence there exists a projectives i
Z X G-module P and a non-negative integer r such that x s u q r r .s i i P i i Gi i
Ž .Since P is Z G-projective, there is an integer t G 0 such thati9 s s ii i
P [ W ( A [ Z GŽ t i.Ž . si9 i s si i i
 4for some W ; then x and x coincide on G y 1 , sayi W Pi i
x s x q a r , a g Z.W P i G ii i
If m ‹ mq is the map Z “ Z defined byG 0
m if m G 0;qm s ½ 0 if m - 0,
Ž .q qthen x q ya r s x q a r . Choose a ZG-lattice M such thatW i G P i G ii i
Ž . Žyai.q Ž . Žaqi . Ž .X XM ( W [ Z G and M ( P [ Z G so clearly p M si s i s i s i s ii i i i
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s . We then have for i s 1, 2,i
M [ M ( W [ Z GŽyai.q[ P [ Z GŽaqi9 . ( A [ Z GŽ t . ,Ž . Ž . Ž .s s s1 2 i s i9 s s si i ii i i i
Ž .q qwhere t s t q ya q a is independent of i. Therefore M [ M isi i i9 1 2
Ž t . Ž .isomorphic to A [ ZG at all primes in p A . Since the characters of
M [ M and A [ ZGŽ t . are the same, and both these lattices are projec-1 2
Ž . Ž .tive at all primes in p A 9, they are isomorphic at every prime in p A 9.
Hence M [ M and A [ ZGŽ t . lie in the same genus so there is a1 2
decomposition A [ ZGŽ t . s L [ L , with L in the same genus as M ,1 2 i i
i s 1, 2.
Ž .The general case i.e., arbitrary k G 2 can now be done by induction on
the number of summands. Assume 1 F r - k and
A ( L [ ??? [ L [ Np 1 r rq1
with
p L s s , 1 F i F r , p N s s .Ž . Ž . Di i rq1 i
iGrq1
If r q 1 s k there is nothing to prove; otherwise, every element of
Ž . Ž .S x is a s -element or a D s -element andN rq1 iG rq2 irq 1
Q s , x s u , Q s , x s u q ??? qu ;Ž . Drq1 N rq1 i N rq2 kž /rq 1 rq1
iGrq2
Ž .these are elements of ch QG hence N ( L [ N withrq1 p rq1 rq2
p L s s , p N s s ,Ž . Ž . Drq1 rq1 rq2 i
iGrq2
and A ( L [ ??? [ L [ N .p 1 rq1 rq2
2. MAIN RESULTS
We shall use the following notation. Let H be a subgroup of G. If p is a
< < < <prime, then H is the p-part of the order H and if p is a set of primes,p
< < < <H is the product of the H , p g p . If w is a class function on G, thenp p
w x denotes the restriction of w to H, and if c is a class function on H,H
then c ›G is the induced class function on G. Let E denote the family of
elementary subgroups of G, and if E g E , let E be the Hall p-subgroupp
Ž ² :.of E if p s B we set E s 1 . We continue to assume that s , . . . , sp 1 k
Ž .are pairwise disjoint subsets of p G .
2.1. PROPOSITION. Let w be a Q-¤alued class function on G ¤anishing oni
 < < < X 4 k Ž .g g G g / 1 , i s 1, . . . , k, let x s Ý w and assume x g ch QG .s is1 ii
Ž . Ž .If w g ch CG , then w g ch QG , i s 1, . . . , k.i i
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Proof. It suffices to prove the result when k s 2. We shall show that
Ž . Ž .w x g ch QH for every Q-elementary or hyper-elementary subgroupi H
Ž .H of G and then w g ch QG will follow from the Witt]Berman theoremi
w x1, 21.6 . So let H be a Q-elementary subgroup of G, H s C i P, where C
is a cyclic p9-group, P is a p-group, and assume first that p g s X; we shall1
Ž .show w x g ch QH .2 H
w x Ž .Since w is rational valued, it follows from 1, 74.5 that w x g ch QH2 2 H
Ž . Ž . Ž .if, and only if, for every z g Irr H , m z divides w x , z , whereC 2 H
Ž . w xm z is the Schur index of z over Q. By 2, Lemma 1 and its proof, there
are subgroups N and T of H such that C F N eT F H, a linear character}
c of N, and an irreducible character j of T , such that j s c ›T ,
H Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž Ž . Ž ..z s c › , Q j s Q z , m j s m z , and if G s Gal Q c rQ j ,
then j x is a sum of G-conjugates of c . By transitivity of inductionN
H Ž . Ž .z s j › , and by Frobenius reciprocity we have w x , z s w x , j ;2 H 2 T
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .since m j s m z , we must show that m j divides w x , j . Since2 T
j x is a sum of G-conjugates of c , we have ker c F ker j and sinceN
N eT and j is induced from c , j vanishes off N so that ker j F N. Now}
Ž T . Ž x. < < Ž . < <h g ker j implies since j s c › Ý c h s T c 1 s T , so as thex g T
Ž x. < Ž x. < Ž .c h are roots of unity and hence c h s 1, it follows that c h s 1
and so h g ker c ; therefore ker c s ker j F N.
Let bars denote images modulo ker j , and let n : T ‚ T be the natural
Ž . Ž .map. Then j s j (n , Q j s Q j , and since the representations afford-
Ž . Ž .ing j and j are realizable in the same fields, we have m j s m j . We
similarly have a linear character c of N and since c is faithful, N is
Tabelian; also, direct verification shows j s c › .
Ž . Ž . Ž .Now n induces additive homomorphisms Res : ch KT “ ch KT ,n
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ind : ch KT “ ch KT K a field of characteristic 0 , and if b g ch KT ,n
Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž Ž . . Žw x.g g ch KT , we have g , Res b s Ind g , b 10, exercise 7.1 . Letn n
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .x s Ind x x g ch QT and w s Ind w x g ch CT , i s 1, 2. AsÄ Än T i n i T
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Res j s j (n s j , we have w x , j s w , j , and since m j sÄn 2 T 2
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .m j , m j divides w x , j if, and only if, m j divides w , j ; weÄ2 T 2
show that the latter holds.
Žw x.Since n is surjective, we have 10, exercise 7.1
< <w h s 1rker j w hx for h g T .Ž . Ž .Ä Ýi i
xgker j
X X< < < < < < < <As h divides hx for all x g ker j , if h / 1, then hx / 1 sos si i
Ž . Ž .w hx s 0 all x g ker j , and hence w h s 0, i s 1, 2. Thus, for anyÄi i
Xs -subgroup R of T , we have w x g Zr , i s 1, 2.Äi i i R Ri iXNow let U be a Hall s -subgroup of T , then since N is abelian, N l U1
Xis a normal Hall s -subgroup of N and N l U eT. The induction formula1 }
T x< <w x › y s 1r U w y ,Ž . Ž .Ä ÄÝ2 U 2
xxgT , y gU
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T Ž . < < Ž .shows that if y g N, then w x › y s T : U w y , that is,Ä Ä2 U 2
T < <w x › x s T : U w x .Ä Ä2 U N 2 N
TSince j s c › , using Frobenius reciprocity, we have
T T < < < <w x › , j s w x › x , c s T : U w x , c s T : U w , j .Ä Ä Ä ÄŽ . Ž .Ž . ž /2 U 2 U N 2 N 2
As w x g Zr , we haveÄ1 U U
w x s x x y w x g ch QUŽ .Ä Ä Ä2 U U 1 U
T TŽ . Ž . Ž .and so w x › g ch QT ; therefore m j divides w x › , j . RecallÄ Ä2 U 2 U
T< < < <that C F N so that T : N s T : N is a p-power and since j s c › and
X XŽ . < <c is linear, j 1 s T : N is a s -number since we assumed p g s ; since1 1
XŽ . Ž . < <m j divides j 1 , it is also a s -number. As T : U is a s -number and1 1
TŽ . Ž . < <Ž . Ž .and m j divides w x › , j s T : U w , j , it must also divide w , jÄ Ä Ä2 U 2 2
as required.
Ž . Ž . Ž .We have thus shown that if z g Irr H , then m z divides w x , zC 2 H
Ž . Ž .so w x g ch QH and hence w x s x x y w x g ch QH as well.2 H 1 H H 2 H
The case when H is Q-elementary with respect to p, where p g s X , is2
done similarly, by looking at w x .1 H
The following fact which will be useful to us, is a simple consequence of
elementary character theory and we state it without proof.
Ž . Ž .2.2. LEMMA. Let s be a subset of p G and let w g cf G . Then wC
 < < < 4¤anishes on g g G g / 1 if , and only if , for e¤ery E g E , we ha¤es 9
Ž < <. E Ž .w x s 1r E w x › . If this is the case and m g Irr E , n gE s 9 E C ss
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž . < <.Ž .Irr E , then w x , mn s n 1 r E w x , m for all E g E , whereC s 9 E s 9 Es
Ž . Ž . Ž .mn is the irreducible character of E defined by mn xy s m x n y , x g E ,s
Ž .  Ž .4 Ey g E . In particular, if w g ch CG then w x g ch C E › , for alls 9 E s
E g E.
Ž . Ž .Now for each E g E , let I C E be the ideal of ch C E , defineds , . . . , s1 k
by
k
EI C E s ch C E › .Ž .  4Ž .Ýs , . . . , s s1 k i
is1
2.3. PROPOSITION. Let V be a QG-module, A be a full ZG-lattice in V,
Ž . Ž .and write p A as the disjoint union p A s s j ??? j s . Then the1 k
following are equi¤alent.
Ž . Ž .a A has a s , . . . , s -decomposition modulo projecti¤es.1 k
Ž . Ž .b x x g I C E , for all E g E.V E s , . . . , s1 k
Ž . Ž .  4c E¤ery element of S x is a s -element for some i g 1, . . . , kV i
< Ž . < X Ž .and, for all non-identity s -elements y of G, C y di¤ides x y ,si i G i V ii
i s 1, . . . , k.
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Ž .Proof. Let u s Q s , x , let Y be the set of non-identity s -elementsi i V i i
X  4of G, and let Y be the complement of Y in G y 1 , i s 1, . . . , k.i i
Ž . Ž . Ž .a « b . By 1.4, u g ch CG , i s 1, . . . , k, and every element ofi
Ž .  4 kS x is a s -element for some i g 1, . . . , k , so by 1.1, x y Ý u gV i V is1 i
X  Ž .4 EZr . By definition, u vanishes on Y hence by 2.2, u x g ch C E › ,G i i i E s i
Ž .i s 1, . . . , k, E g E , and it follows that x x g I C E for allV E s , . . . , s1 k
E g E.
Ž . Ž .  4 Ž ² :.b « c . If g g G y 1 then x x g I C g so that ifV ² g: s , . . . , s1 k
< < Ž . Ž .g / 1 for more than one i, we have x g s 0, that is, g g S9 x ;s V Vi
Ž .  4hence every element of S x is a s -element for some i g 1, . . . , k .V i
Now by hypothesis, if E g E , then x x s Ýk c ›E , where c gV E is1 i i
Ž .ch C E , i s 1, . . . , k, and so for i s 1, . . . , k,s i
< < < < < < < <X X Xx x s E c q Ý E r E ? c 1 r g E ch C E q Zr .Ž . Ž .Ž .V E s i j/ i s s j E s s Es i j i s i i si i i
It follows that if p g s X, if P is a Sylow p -subgroup of G and y g Y ,i i i i i i
then
< < ² :x x g C y ch C y q Zr , i s 1, . . . , k .Ž . Ž .V ² y : P i i ² y :i i i
< Ž . < Ž .This implies that C y divides x y and since x is a class function,P i V i Vi
< Ž . <so does C y , i s 1, . . . , k.pG i i
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .c « a . We verify conditions i and ii of 1.4. i is part of the
Ž .hypothesis so we show u g ch QG , i s 1, . . . , k. Without loss of general-i
ity, we shall do this for u .1
If p g s X and P is a Sylow p-subgroup of G, then letting Y s D x P,1 1 j j
 P4  4where x are the P-conjugacy classes in Y , x conjugacy class repre-j j 1 j j
sentatives, we have
1
P< < < <x y s x x x s P x x ;Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Ý ÝV j V j V j< <C xŽ .P jygY j j1
< Ž . < Ž . < <by hypothesis, C x divides x x for all j, so P dividesP j V j
x y s yu 1 .Ž . Ž .Ý V 1
ygY1
< < X Ž .Hence G divides u 1 .s 11
Now let F s Ýk u , F s Ý u , so that F s u q F while by 1.1,is1 i 1 j/1 j 1 1
Ž .  4 < <X XF g ch QG . Letting E g E , then as u is 0 on E y 1 and E1 s s1 1
Ž .divides u 1 , we have u x g Zr . Similarly, we find that if j / 1,X X1 1 E Es s1 1
then
u x g Zrj E Es s1 1
and hence
F x g Zr .1 E Es s1 1
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The equality F s u q F then implies that1 1
u x g ch C E and F x g ch C E X .Ž . Ž .X1 E s 1 E ss 1 s 11 1
Ž . Ž .XIf m g Irr E , n g Irr E , then by 2.2, we haveC s C s1 1
n 1Ž .
u x , mn s u x , mŽ . ž /1 E 1 Es< <X 1Es1
m 1Ž .
F x , mn s F x , n ,Ž . Ž .X1 E 1 Es1< <Es1
hence
n 1 m 1Ž . Ž .
Fx , mn s u x , m q F x , n .Ž . Ž . Ž .XE 1 E 1 Es s1< < < < 1XE Es s1 1
Ž . Ž . Ž .Now Fx , mn , u x , m , and F x , n are integers, so asXE 1 E 1 Es s1 1< < < <XE is prime to E , it follows thats s1 1
n 1Ž .
u x , mž /1 Es< <X 1Es1
is also an integer. Choosing n s 1 , we find thatXEs1
1
u x , m g Z;Ž .1 Es 1< <XEs1
Ž .this holds for all m g Irr E , soC s1
1
u x g ch C E .Ž .1 E ss 11< <XEs
1
Ž < <. E Ž .XBy 2.2, u x s 1r E u x › and hence u x g ch C E . Since this1 E s 1 E 1 Es1 1 wholds for all E g E , Brauer's characterization of virtual characters 1,
x Ž . Ž .15.15 shows u g ch CG , and now by 2.1, we have u g ch QG .1 1
Ž .For any x g ch QG let
² :t x s p x .Ž . Ž .D
Ž .xgS x
Ž . Ž .Note that t x s F p A , where A runs over all ZG-lattices such thatA
x y x g Zr ; this is a consequence of a theorem of Swan on theA G
w x Ž .characters of projective lattices 1, 32.16 . Also, let ¤ E , G be thes , . . . , s1 k
Ž .ideal of ch CG defined by
¤ E , G s I C E ›G .Ž . Ž . 4Ýs , . . . , s s , . . . , s1 k 1 k
EgE
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Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .2.4. Remarks. i If x g ch QG and p g p G y t x , then for all
 4 < Ž . < Ž .z g G y 1 we have that C z divides x z .pG
Ž . Ž .ii The ZG-lattice A has a s , . . . , s -decomposition modulo pro-1 k
jectives if, and only if,
x g ¤ E , G .Ž .A s , . . . , s1 k
Ž . Ž . Ž .Proof. i We may assume x z / 0, that is, z g S x so z is a
Ž . ² : Ž .t x -element. Let P be a Sylow p-subgroup of G, then E s z C z isP
² :an elementary subgroup of G and x vanishes on E y z . By 2.2, for
Ž² :.every m g Irr z we haveC
< < < <x x , m s C z x x , m1 g C z Z,Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .² z: P E C Ž z . PP
< Ž . < Ž ² :. < Ž . < Ž .hence x x g C z ch C z and C z divides x z .² z: P P
Ž .ii This is essentially the argument of Brauer's characterization of
w xvirtual characters 1, 15.15 .
w xNecessity. By Brauer's induction theorem 1, 15.9 we may write 1 sG
G Ž .Ý a l › , a g Z, l g ch C E , E g E , soi i i i i i i
x s x ? 1 s a x ? l ›G s a x x ? l ›G . 4Ž .Ž .Ý ÝA A G i A i i A E ii
i i
Ž . Ž . Ž .By 2.3, x x g I C E so also x x ? l g I C E andA E s , . . . , s i A E i s , . . . , s ii 1 k i 1 k
Ž .hence x g ¤ E , G .A s , . . . , s1 k
G Ž .Sufficiency. We are assuming x s Ý c › , where c g I C E ,A i i i s , . . . , s i1 kk Ei Ž Ž . .E g E. Then c s Ý c › , where c g ch C E , j s 1, . . . , k. Let-i i js1 i j i j i s jG k Ž .ting w s Ý c › , j s 1, . . . , k, we have x s Ý w , w g ch CG , andj i i j A js1 j j
 < < < X 4w vanishing on g g G g / 1 , j s 1, . . . , k. Then by 2.2, w x gsj j Ej
 Ž .4 E Ž .ch C E › for all E g E , j s 1, . . . , k, and so x x g I C E ,s A E s , . . . , sj 1 k
all E g E ; the result then follows from 2.3.
Ž . Ž .We now use condition c of 2.3 to define a graph P A , A a ZG-lattice,
Ž .such that A has a s , . . . , s -decomposition modulo projectives if, and1 k
Ž .only if, each s is closed in P A . These graphs generalize the notion ofi
Ž . w xthe prime graph P G of G 7, p. 156 . This is the graph having as vertices
Ž . Ž .the elements of p G and where p, q g p G are joined by an edge if,
and only if, G contains an element of order pq. We shall comment on this
Ž .in the next section cf. 3.1 .
Ž .2.5. DEFINITION. Given a ZG-lattice A, let P A be the graph defined
Ž . Ž .as follows. The vertices of P A are the elements of p A , and p, q g
Ž . Ž .p A are joined by an edge if, and only if, S x contains an element xA
satisfying any one of the following conditions.
Ž . < <a pq divides x .
Ž . < < < Ž . < Ž .b q divides x and C x does not divide x x .p1 G A
Ž . < < < Ž . < Ž .b p divides x and C x does not divide x x .q2 G A
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Ž .The connected components of p A are then defined to be the vertices
Ž . Ž .of the connected components of P A , and we call a subset of p A
closed, if it is the union of connected components.
2.6. PROPOSITION. Let A be a ZG-lattice and assume that s , . . . , s are1 k
Ž . Ž .pairwise disjoint and non-empty subsets of p G with p A s s j ??? j s .1 k
Ž .Then A has a s , . . . , s -decomposition modulo projecti¤es if , and only if ,1 k
Ž .for each i s 1, . . . , k, s is a closed subset of p A .i
Ž . Ž .Proof. Sufficiency. We verify that c of 2.3 holds. It is clear from a of
Ž .2.5 that every element of S x is a s -element for some s , so the firstA i i
Ž .part of 2.3 c holds. For the second part, assuming by way of contradiction
 4 Xthat for some i g 1, . . . , k , some q g s and some non-identity s -ele-i i i
< Ž . < Ž .ment y of G we have that C y does not divide x y , thenqi G i A ii
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Xy g S x and by 2.4 i , q g t x : p A so q g p A l s si A i A i i
Ž . Ž .Ý s ; by b or b of 2.5, q must be joined by an edge to a prime inj/ i j 1 2 i
Ž .s , contrary to the hypothesis that s is a closed subset of p A .i i
Necessity. We verify that no prime in s is joined by an edge to a primei
Ž . Ž .in p A y s , i s 1, . . . , k. Let p g s , p g s , j / i; if x g S x theni i i j j A
Ž . < < Ž . < <by 2.3 c , x is not divisible by p p so a of 2.5 fails and if p divides x ,i j j
< Ž . < Ž . Ž .then x must be a s -element and C x divides x x . Hence b andpj G A 1i
Ž .b of 2.5 also fail and so p is not joined to p .2 i j
Ž . Ž .  42.7. Remark. For a ZG-lattice A, if p g p A y t x , then p is aA
Ž . Ž .closed subset of p A ; this follows directly from the definition of P A
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .  4and t x , and from 2.4 i . Thus by 2.6, if p A y t x s p , . . . , p ,A A 1 n
Ž .  4there is a decomposition A ( B [ M [ ??? [ M , with p M s p , allp 1 n i i
Ž . Ž . Ž .i s 1, . . . , n, and p B s t x s t x .A B
3. EXAMPLES
In this section we give examples of decompositions of certain lattices
called locally Heller modules, a definition of which is given below. For an
w xaccount of Heller modules we refer to 4, Sect. 8 .
If D is a Dedekind domain, a DG-lattice A is called a Heller module, if
Ž .whenever A ( L [ L , then L or L is projective L ( 0 or L ( 0 ;p 1 2 1 2 1 p 2 p
so this is an indecomposability modulo projectives condition. If now A is a
ZG-lattice, then A is called locally Heller, if A is a Heller Z G-mod-Ž p. Ž p.
Ž .ule for all p g p G . It follows that if A is locally Heller and
A ( L [ ??? [ L ,p 1 k
Ž .then the p L , 1 F i F k, are pairwise disjoint; hence any decompositioni
Ž . Ž .modulo projectives of a locally Heller module is a s , . . . , s -decom-1 k
position for some k, and some s , 1 F i F k. Thus by 2.6, if A is locallyi
Ž .Heller, then A is Heller if, and only if, P A is connected; for an arbitrary
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Ž .ZG-lattice B, we can only conclude that if B is Heller, then P B is
connected.
Ž .For example, the trivial ZG-lattice Z is locally Heller, since if p g p G
and Z [ Z GŽ t . ( L [ L , then F [ F GŽ t . ( L rpL [ L rpL soŽ p. Ž p. 1 2 p p 1 1 2 2
by the Krull]Schmidt theorem, L rpL or L rpL is projective and1 1 2 2
w xhence L or L is projective by 1, 30.11 . This implies that if1 2
??? “ P “ P “ ??? “ P “ Z “ 0n ny1 0
Ž .is a projective resolution of Z, then C s image P “ P is also locallyn n ny1
w xHeller for all n G 1 4, 8.1 .
Ž .  43.1. EXAMPLE. Suppose A is a ZG-lattice such that S x s G y 1 ,A
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .so that p A s p G . Then in our definition of P A in 2.5, b « a1
Ž . Ž . Ž .and b « a , thus p, q g p A are joined by an edge if, and only if, G2
Ž .contains an element of order pq; then P A becomes the prime graph
Ž . Ž .P G of G. We note that the number of connected components of P G
w xis at most 6 11 .
Specializing to A s Z, this implies, since Z is locally Heller, that Z is
Ž . w xHeller if, and only if, P G is connected. This was first shown in 7 in case
w xG is soluble, while the general case was proved in 9 .
3.2. EXAMPLE. Suppose A is a non-projective ZG-lattice such that
Ž Ž . . Ž .Q m A is QG-free or equivalently S x s B ; then t x s B so byZ A A
2.6 and 2.7, if s , . . . , s are any pairwise disjoint and non-empty subsets1 k
Ž . Ž .of p A with p A s s j ??? j s , then A ( L [ ??? [ L with each1 k p 1 k
L non-projective. If, in addition, A is locally Heller, we conclude that A isi
< Ž . <Heller if, and only if, p A s 1. We now give examples of such lattices.
The following construction is due to Gruenberg and Weiss and is based
w xon their paper 8 . First, recall that if f , g : A “ B are ZG-homomor-
phisms, then f is homotopic to g, written f ; g, if f y g can be factored
through a projective module. The relation ; defines a subgroup of
Ž . w xHom A, B and we denote the quotient by A, B . Thus f ; g meansG
w x w x w xf s g in A, B . When A s B, ; defines a two-sided ideal in End AG
w xso A, A is a ring.
ŽWe shall use the following fact: If L is a DG-lattice D a Dedekind
. w xdomain and L, L is a local ring, then L is a Heller module. For, if P is a
projective lattice and L [ P s A [ B, letting a s i p where p : A [ BA A A
w x‚ A is the projection, i : A u A [ B the inclusion, then a is anA
w xŽ w x. w x w x w xidempotent in L [ P, L [ P ( L, L so a s 0 or a s Id . Now
w xa s 0 means a factors through a projective and this implies A is
w x w xprojective. If a s Id , let b s Id y a s i p so B is projective; henceB B
L is Heller.
Ž .Let 1 “ G “ G “ G “ 1 be a finite group extension with G cyclic,0
< < < <generator F, and G s e, G s f. Let DG, DG denote the augmentation0
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ideals of G and G, respectively. Using the diagram
DG
66
ZG DGFy1
construct the pull-back: 0 “ Z “ W “ DG “ 0. So Q m W ( QG. WeZ
shall show
) p W s p e and,Ž . Ž . Ž .
W is locally Heller if, and only if, p e : p f .Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž .Here p e and p f are the sets of primes dividing e and f , respectively.
2 Ãw x w x Ž .w x Ž .By 8 , W, W ( ZreZ X r X y fX . Letting G s Ý g, we haveg g G
for any prime p,
Ã ÃW , W ( End W rG End W ( End WrG End WŽ .Ž .Ž p. Ž p. G Ž p. Z Ž p. G Z pŽ p.
w x w x 2( W , W ( Z reZ X r X y fX ;Ž .Ž . Ž .p Ž p. Ž p.
w x Žwusing the fact that W is projective if, and only if, W , W s 0 8,Ž p. Ž p. Ž p.
Ž .x. Ž . Ž .5.1 c , this implies p W s p e :
p g p W m W , W / 0 m Z / eZ m p g p e .Ž . Ž .Ž p. Ž p. Ž p. Ž p.
Ž . Ž .To prove the second part of ) , assume first that p g p e ; then
w x w xW , W is local iff X is nilpotent in W , W , iff fX is nilpotent, iffŽ p. Ž p. Ž p. Ž p.
m Ž . Ž . Ž .f s 0 in Z reZ some m, iff p g p f . So p e : p f impliesŽ p. Ž p.
w xW , W is local and hence W is Heller.Ž p. Ž p. Ž p.
Ž . Ž .Conversely, assume W is locally Heller and let p g p e y p f . The
w x Ž .endomorphism v of W used in 8, 4.6 , maps W onto i Z , where i is the
homomorphism Z “ W in the extension 0 “ Z “ W “ DG “ 0, and we
1 Ž .have v i s i ; thus W splits over Z : W ( Z [ DG .Ž p. Ž p. Ž p. Ž p. Ž p. Ž p. Ž p. Ž p.f
Ž .Since we assumed W Heller, Z or DG is projective. This impliesŽ p. Ž p. Ž p.
Ž . Ž .both are, and so W is projective and p f p W s p e , a contradiction.Ž p.
Ž . Ž .So W locally Heller implies p e : p f .
Thus, according to the first paragraph of 3.2, there is a decomposition
< Ž . <W ( L [ ??? [ L with k s p e and each L non-projective; and ifp 1 k i
Ž . Ž . < Ž . <p e : p f , then W is Heller if, and only if, p e s 1.
Ž . Ž .Remark. The following also holds. If p g p G y p W , then
Ž . Ž .GrO G is a cyclic p-group, where O G is the largest normal p9-sub-p9 p9
group of G.
For, letting B s ZG m DG , there is an exact sequence 0 “ B “ZG 00
ŽDG “ DG “ 0. The pull-back diagram above defining 0 “ Z “ W “
.DG “ 0 gives an exact sequence 0 “ B “ W “ ZG “ 0, and we also
Ž . Ž .have 0 “ B “ ZG “ ZG “ 0 exact. Now if p g p G y p W , then
W is projective so Schanuel's lemma gives B [ Z G ( B [ W .Ž p. Ž p. Ž p. Ž p. Ž p.
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Ž .By semi-local cancellation, W ( Z G and this implies that DG hasŽ p. Ž p. Ž p.
w x Ž .one generator. By 6, Proposition 1 , this happens if, and only if, GrO Gp9
is a cyclic p-group.
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